
POD PARK
   Tom Marchetty, The Factory Workers

Tom Marchetty will create functional freestanding 
spaces with the use of urban timber, repurposed 
steel, salvaged parts, and i-beams. These spaces 
or “Pods” will be dropped onto any site creating 
a gathering spot. The use of metal roofing will 
add shaded areas to some sites that have no trees 
for shade and relaxation. The positive feel and 
look of these “Pods” will engage the visitors and 
community to use these sites in ways other than 
illegal dumping.  

The Factory Workers opened its doors in 2012 as a makerspace. It was created using salvaged machinery 
and equipment from factories and shops that had closed down or gone out of business in the surrounding 
Philadelphia and Camden area. But the whole thing started long before that. Tom Marchetty’s family 
started their own business, Marchetty Machinery, on Federal Street in the City of Camden, the year he 
was born. They serviced industrial machinery for all the factories in Philadelphia and Camden in the 
’70s, ’80s, and ’90s. During this time, more and more of the factories Marchetty Machinery served were 
going out of business due to the rise of foreign trade. When those factories went out of business, the 
Marchetty family would purchase the old machines, fix them up and resell them to smaller companies 
that were just starting off. Over the years, more and more shops and factories continued to close in 
this region, and an increasing number of people were going to the business to purchase machines for 
the operations they’d moved to other countries. Tom Marchetty got tired of seeing great old machines 
sent abroad and not being used here in the United States, so he decided to do something about it. He 
bought an old foreclosed movie theater, fixed it up, upgraded the electrical, and moved machinery into 
the building. That building became The Factory, New Jersey’s largest makerspace. Now, The Factory 
also inlcudes office and studio spaces to help other kinds of workers, from illustrators to tech startups 
to music teachers. The Factory Workers is a dedication to all the men and women who lost their jobs. 
They now use those old salvaged machines to create one of a kind projects and custom tables using 
Repurposed Urban Timber. They are known as, The Factory Workers.
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